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INSTRUCTIONS

The main part of the set is the clothing. To load it, browse to your clothing library, located
Damage Inc/Lady Darkness. In here you will see 8 pieces to the outfit. The 9th piece is the hair,
though this is located in the hair library (in damage inc/lady darkness)
Some of the items overlap with other items. Its crucial to note that when using adjustment
morphs on one of these, you will need to dial the same exact ones in on the overlapping item. They
are morphed together so they will work perfectly when dialed at equal values.
Bodysuit:
Works fairly standard. It does overlap with the stockings and cape (so note, when adjusting the
garter straps, you will need to do the same morphs on the stockings – same thing goes for the l/r
breasts... you will need to dial them in on the cape as well)
Should you choose to not use the stockings, there is an off mat for the garter belts on the
bodysuit.
Bracers:
These are pretty straightforward.... nothing really tricky to it at all. It does have adjustment
morphs. These have been rigged for minimal distortion of the bones on the plate upon twisting
the arms.
There is also a utility mat that turns off the bracers and leaves only the glove.
Pauldrons:
another pretty straightforward thing, and much like the bracers, it has been rigged to avoid
distortion occurring on the skull. It also has adjustment morphs.
Stockings:
These are really standard – and have adjustment morphs that work with the boots/bodysuit – so
when dialing in the knees and thighs, you will need to dial in the same morphs on the
bodysuit/boots.
Boots:
The boots are pretty straightforward. The only thing to note here, is that you cannot use the
metatarsals or the heel bone on genesis 3 female – because logically, in real life, these bones would
not bend in a boot of this type. For this reason, these bones have been removed. There is a foot pose
that will pose them in the proper position (but they will load and pose the foot on genesis 3
female automatically) All the poses included also account for the boots (so these will pose the
toe/feet correctly)
the boots overlap with the stockings, so note when dialing in the knee morphs on the stockings,
you will need to do so here as well, and vice versa.
Of final note, there is a greaves off utility mat. If you opt to use it, you'll want to use the greaves
off - wrinkles morph under style. This will make it look less flat when the greaves are off by giving
it wrinkles.
Helm:
Helm is also pretty standard. It has a few style morphs for the horns, as well as adjustment
morphs. It was created to work with the hair.
The facial bones in genesis 3 female will not work with this item (since it covers the face entirely)
You can also turn off the skull (so her face shows) and the horns as well, leaving only the helm
itself (using the utility mats)

Claws:
Another item that works pretty much standard. There are adjustment morphs. There is also a
utility mat that will turn off the nails (leaving only armored fingers)
Cape:
Here is the only thing that is a little tricky.
Firstly, it has JCMs that work on the head/neck bends (so that it flows naturally like cloth, and
doesn’t intersect in the process) Having the neck/head bent may alter how the cloths pose
slightly (so do take that into consideration – its not a deal breaker though, as its only minimal)
Secondly, its rigged somewhat similarly to bodyhandles (in a long sweeping fashion) You can opt
to pose with these solely. But there are also windy and billow morphs as well. You can use both (a
combo of morphs/posing the cloth pieces) or one or the other. The billow morphs just make the
cloth wavy, while the windy morphs will actually pick up the cloth more prominently and make it
windblown. You might incur crunching in certain scenarios, however. This is due to dual
quaternion rigging, as it doesn’t have the extendability that triax has. Backing it off a bit will fix
the issue.
Finally, this overlaps with the bodysuit (the straps that come off the neck) Most notably, the L
and r breast out morphs (so keep in mind, they need to be dialed in on both items)
You can also opt to turn off the chest straps altogether, should you choose (as well as the cape
cloths, leaving only the collar itself) as it has utility mats to do so. The chest straps were only
added to be decorative, but also offset the weight of the cape in the back (if this were a real
outfit)
Hair:
The hair was added to the set, because the cape isn't going to work with just any hair. It needed
hair that was tailored to it. And here it is. Thing to note, is that, it doesn’t JUST work with it. It
has separate sets of morphs that work with the cape and morphs for use when not using the cape.
So when using the cape, you must use the morphs that are intended to work with it (they will be
marked “cape”)
It also has subd on it, by default. This is so it looks smooth, as the model is lower poly on its own.
If it slows down your machine, you can turn subd off (by clicking the hair in the scene, going to
general, and lowering the subdivision level and selecting base)

The Scythe:

The scythe is a parented prop, but you will find it in with the rest of the clothing items. There is a
left and right hand parent. This has materials to match the outfit mats... and also emits light, as
its a special fx weapon. Additionally, there are utility mats for this as well, which turn off certain
parts.

MATERIALS:

This has a fair amount of materials to it. You will find these in with the clothing/hair folders, in
materials.
Biggest thing to note, this is a light emission set with special fx on certain things (such as the
scythe, the skulls on the outfit on their respective fx layers and other parts) These areas will
glow in the dark, and properly bleed onto nearby pieces.
Second thing to note: With the SSS shader I used, you must use uber enviro lights (because one
sided meshes will render black on one side otherwise – and this set has a few items that are one
sided, such as the cape) For this reason, I have included occlusion lights in the set (which you can
find in light presets/Damage Inc/Lady Darkness) You will want to use them (or at least, an uber
enviroment light of your own choosing) so it renders properly.
Now, onto the materials.... It has 5 sets of diff colored materials –

Aethyr – White
Doom – Purple
Fire – Red
Gloom – Teal
Venom – Green
(note, the scythe has the same to match) Also, of special note... if there is a color you'd like, you
can turn Aethyr into any color, by changing the diffuse/ambient colors (since its white, it will
take on any color)

Utility mats:
As always, this has utility mats, so you can turn off certain parts to the clothing items (making
them more versatile and able to be kitbashed with other stuff) They reside in their own folder,
and are listed below:
Bodysuit – Garters off (for when omitting stockings)
Boots – Greaves Off (requires wrinkle morph on boot)
Boots – Toe & Heel Plates Off
Boots – Heel Vertebrae Off
Bracer – Bracer Off (leaves only glove)
Cape – Cloths Off
Cape – Chest Straps Off (@ Bodysuit)
Cape – SFX Off
Helm – Skull Off (removes skull face plate so her face shows)
Helm -SFX Off
(of note, the pyroclastics do not come off the horns... this is why they are not able to be hidden...
but why would anyone wanna hide them anyway? :P)
Claws – Nails off (leaves plate armor)
Pauldrons – SFX Off
Scythe
Scythe
Scythe
Scythe
Scythe

–
–
–
–
–

Blade SFX Off
Mouth & Eyes SFX Off
Teeth Ambient Off
Streamers Off
Wing Membrane Off

Also of note, when you turn the SFX off, the ambient contribution will automatically stop
working (because it relies on the ambient on these items to glow) The only exceptions are the helm
and scythe pyroclastics (this does not come off)
HAIR MATS:
Finally, the hair has extra materials too. It also has iray and 3delight versions, but you will find
these materials located in the hair folder/materials. There are 20 colors included – 10 are solid, 10
are striped.
There are also headband mats that load separate to the hair itself. There are options that have
pyroclastic flows on them, and plain metal options.
Also of note, the hair materials have a reflection on them by default – due to the nature of the
ambient contribution the outfit has (which allows the glow to bleed properly) I couldn't set it up
on the hair without severely limiting how it can be used (or doubling in materials) So what Ive
done instead is add a wee bit of reflection to the hair, so the pyroclastic flows on the headband
reflect onto the hair in light form. This will add a wee bit of render time... and for this reason,
there is an off switch as well, which will work with any and all hair mats. Just apply the mats, and
then use the off switch after (to turn on the reflect, you merely need to click on the mats)

POSES:

Last but not least, Poses. There is a high heeled foot pose and then there are 20 other poses. These
are all located in the poses folder, located in the lady darkness clothing folder.
Poses 1-10 are general poses. They are intended to be stand alone.
The other 10 of them work with the scythe and are hierarchical poses. Be sure to load the
correct scythe that the pose was intended for (they are labeled on the thumbs) but for quick
reference: 10-14 – left hand, 15-20 – right hand
The poses also account for the high heeled foot pose, for having the boots in the set loaded. If
you are using them without high heeled boots, you will have to zero the feet/toes.
On a final note, you must have limits turned off for these poses to work properly.

Light:

Ok one more thing.... the lights included. As mentioned in materials, it was included to work with
the textures (as one sided meshes render black on one side with the SSS shader that's used on the
materials.) It requires an uber enviro light in the scene.... so I have included occlusion lights, to
be used with the set. There are three versions: A bright, a mid (half dark, with a strong rim light)
and a really dark, so you can make the glow stand out. You can find them in light presets/damage
inc/lady darkness.

:: other notes & requirements :

this set includes templates for every model in it, should you wish to make your own textures and
add-ons. they are color coded for easier use.

texture resolutions:
textures are 2048 x 2048
Hair Textures are 4000 x 4000
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Parkside Heath by Jack Tomalin
Tears Of Doom by Danie and Marforno
Wither by RawArt
Totem outfit by Mada
DAZ Dragon
sky backgrounds by didi_mc and Ravnheart

:: quick reference troubleshooting :
• The materials require the use of uber environment lights, as some pieces are one sided, and the

SSS shader will not render both sides without. 3 uber environment lights are included in the
set for convenience, or you must use a set of your own choosing (otherwise, the one sided
meshes will render black on one side)
For further details on what is mentioned here, please see each section in the pdf.

you can contact me directly by email : ignisserpentus@damageinc3d.net

